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Constantine 

"Cocktail Delights"

Set on the basement of Hotel Ivy, Constantine oozes of luxury and is one

of the best places in town for cocktails. The cocktails here are innovative

and made using cutting-edge techniques. Tipple on zippy concoctions and

nibble on tasty bites. Their creations are not the usual ones that you get to

drink but will take you through sipping a cocktail to new level.

 +1 612 886 1297  constantinempls.com/  info@constantinempls.com  1115 2nd Avenue South,

Hotel Ivy, a Luxury Collection

Hotel, Minneapolis,

Minneapolis MN
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Eat Street Social 

"Trendy American Food and Drinks"

Eat Street Social is a trendy spot in Whittier that serves a diverse food

menu in the dining room and an eclectic mix of cocktails in the tiki lounge.

Dinner entrees include ricotta gnocchi and braised pork while the

cocktails boast such colorful names as Teen Spirit, Polar Vortex and

Copper Dagger.

 +1 612 767 6850  www.eatstreetsocial.com/  info@eatstreetsocial.com  18 West 26th Street,

Minneapolis/St. Paul MN
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Spoon and Stable 

"Trendy & Delicious"

Enjoy a memorable meal at the trendy Spoon and Stable in Minneapolis.

This cozy restaurant is open for dinner on all days of the week. It is owned

by Chef Gavin Keysen who specializes in classy American cuisine. There is

a bar that serves drinks and libations to complement the meal. The bar is

open till late. Private events are also organized here.

 +1 612 224 9850  www.spoonandstable.com

/

 info@spoonandstable.com  211 1st Street North,

Minneapolis MN
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Tattersall Distilling 

"Liqueurs and Cordials"

Tattersall Distilling is a great spot to go to for a night out with friends. The

bar serves a wide array of zippy cocktails which are made from liqueurs

and cordials that are created in-house. You can also take a tour around

the distillery and find out how the process of making spirits work. The bar

area, with its cushy chairs, dim lighting at night and large windows that let

in plenty of light during the day, this is also a nice spot for a casual date.

 +1 612 584 4152  tattersalldistilling.com/  info@tattersalldistilling.co

m

 1620 Central Avenue

Northeast, Suite 150,

Minneapolis MN
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Parlour 

"North Loop's Cocktail Haven"

Parlour is the subterranean cocktail bar of the trendy Borough restaurant.

It has already garnered rave reviews since its opening for its cocktail

renditions. Step down rear stairs into a candlelight space that oozes of

mystery. Enjoy their happy hours and tasty bites at this popular cocktail

den. Take a sip of drinks like Awkward Silence, Fall Fling, Pickle In The

Middle and The Italian Stallion.

 +1 612 354 3135  www.boroughmpls.com/p

arlour/

 info@boroughmpls.com  730 North Washington

Avenue, Borough, North

Loop, Minneapolis MN
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Lyn 65 

"American Cuisine and Cosktails"

Lyn 65 is a trendy American bar and restaurant, that came into existence

in 2014. This convivial bar has a super spread of delights served in small

and large plates, featuring dishes like Shaved Vegetable Salad, Wild

Mushroom Pizza. To highlight your dining experience, you can choose

from a variety of deliciously inventive craft cocktails like The Next Season

and Everything Nice. The chefs here vow to give you the best of food and

drinks, and so they use the best of ingredients and flavors, making the bar

one of the best cocktail bars, in town.

 +1 612 353 5501  lyn65.com/  info@lyn65.com  6439 Lyndale Avenue South,

Richfield MN
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